ASSEMBLY GUIDE
STEP 41

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
In the process of improving the reliability of the T-34’s engine, the greatest
changes were made to the air filter system.

T

he T-34 tank engine operated in extreme
conditions, and the air iltering system was key to
its functionality. The Pomon air ilter that was used
on V-2 engine until the autumn of 1942 guaranteed
normal engine function with 79.6 per cent air purity at air
dustiness of 1 gram per cubic meter. If regularly cleaned and
supplied with oil, this oil-bath wire wool ilter would operate
for 2-3 hours in dusty environments.
The new Cyclone Soviet air cleaner was proposed by NATI,
the automobile industrial institute and was developed by
Igor Korolev in April 1941, and was swiftly recommended
for installation in all tank types. Its operating principle

was simple: dust was removed mechanically through
a centrifugal vortex; thus the “Cyclone” considerably reduced
the amount of dirt that fell into the engine cylinders.
It provided 99.4 per cent air purity at air dustiness of 1 gram
per cubic meter and required cleaning and oiling every
3-4 hours. In the summer of 1942, adjustments to the air
ilters on the T-34 tank were undertaken simultaneously
at Factories No.183 and No.112 and at the Stalin tractor
plant.
Production of the “Cyclone” air ilter was implemented
at Factory No.183 from December 24, 1942 and at the
Chelyabinsk compressor plant from January 12, 1943.

The air ilter removes dust
from the air before
it enters the cylinders
by means of an element
made of oiled wire wool.
It is supported on brackets
that are welded to
the inlet manifold.
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041A

041G

041B

041C

041H

041I
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041D

041J

041E

041K

041F

041L

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

041A

Injector pipe left 1 (L1)

1

041B

Injector pipe left 2 (L2)

1

041C

Injector pipe left 3 (L3)

1

041D

Injector pipe left 4 (L4)

1

041E

Injector pipe left 5 (L5)

1

041F

Injector pipe left 6 (L6)

1

041G

Injector pipe right 1 (R1)

1

041H

Injector pipe right 2 (R2)

1

041I

Injector pipe right 3 (R3)

1

041J

Injector pipe right 4 (R4)

1

041K

Injector pipe right 5 (R5)

1

041L

Injector pipe right 6 (R6)

1

3

Take injector pipe left 2 (L2) (041B) and push one end
into the third socket on the fuel injector pump (036A),
orientated as shown. Push the other end into the
second socket on the left cylinder head cover (039A).

036A

041B
041B

039A

4

Continue itting the left injector
pipes in the order L3 to L6 (041C
to 041F), itting them to alternate
sockets on the fuel injector pump (036A).

1

The twelve injector pipes are each supplied attached
to an identiication tab. These tabs are marked
left 1 (L1), right 1 (R1) and so on, as in the chart above
right. Use side-cutters or sharp scissors to snip of the tabs
one at at time as you it the pipes. If necessary, smooth
the cut section with a lat ile.

036A

041C

040A
041G

041A

041H

041I

041J

041K

041L

041A

2

Take injector pipe left 1 (L1) (041A) and use tweezers
to push one end into the irst socket on the fuel
injector pump (036A), orientated as shown. (See also
the photographs on the facing page.) Push the other end into
the irst socket on the left cylinder head cover (039A).
036A

041D

041E

041F

5

Then it the right injector pipes
R1 to R6 (041G to 041L) between
the remaining alternate sockets
on the fuel injector pump (036A) and
all sockets on the right cylinder head
cover (040A).

036A

6

This is how the engine looks when
all twelve injector pipes have been
itted.

041A

039A

2

041A

3
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STEP 42

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
From 1943, the engine of the T-34-85 was fitted with two "Multi-cyclone" air filters.
They produced 100 per cent air purity at dustiness of 3 grams per cubic meter,
and could operate without cleaning for 6-8 hours.

T

he multi-cyclone air ilters installed on the T-34-85
tank belong to a type of dry centrifugal air ilter,
in which dusty air comes in through inlet windows
into the helical channels, where larger dust particles
are discarded as a result of the rotational movement
towards the walls of the cone. The smallest dust particles,
having passed through with the air into the central

pipes, are retained by wire soaked in oil in the air ilter
head. The puriied air then passes into the engine intake
manifolds.
After WWII the multi-cyclone air ilters were replaced
by two VTI-3 air ilters. These had two iltering stages and
suction ejection of dust from the dust collectors using
energy from the engine exhaust gases.

In 1944-1945, the lifespan
of the V-2 engine
increased significantly,
largely due to the air
supply system unit
upgrade. The tank engines
could operate for several
hundred hours without
breakdowns.
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CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

042A

Engine base frame left

1

HM

2.0 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*

2

This is how the engine and left
base frame looks when this stage
is completed.

HM
* includes spares

042A

1

Fit the engine base frame left (042A) to the left
underside of the engine base upper (035A), orientated
as shown. Fix with two HM screws.

042A
035A

The next stages continue to assemble
the V-2 engine of the T-34-85.

042A

HM

2

HM

3
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STEP 43

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The engine lubrication system is of the return type and is combined (under pressure
and splashing), and operates on the dry crankcase principle. The engine components
are lubricated under pressure.

T

he lubrication system comprises two oil tanks,
an oil pump, an oil ilter, an oil radiator, an electric
oil priming pump, and inspection and measuring
devices: a pressure gauge and a thermometer,
and pipes.
Oil tanks serving as reservoirs for the oil are located
in the engine compartment, around the sides of the tank
and on both sides of the engine. The low of air drawn into

the tank by the fan washes the walls of the tanks and cools
the oil that they contain.
The illing capacity of each tank is 38 litres and
the full illing capacity of the entire system is 100 litres.
The minimum permissible oil quantity in each tank is
20 litres. On the left side of the T-34-85 tank an external
oil tank is installed with a capacity of 90 litres. This is not
connected to the lubrication system.

The engine lubrication
system is intended
to safeguard, clean,
cool and supply oil
to the working engine
components.
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HM

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

043A

Engine base frame right

1

HM

2.0 × 4mm screw

2 + 1*
* includes spares

043A

1

Fit the engine base frame right (043A) to
the right underside of the engine base
upper (035A), orientated as shown. Fix
with two HM screws.

043A

035A
043A

HM

035A

2

HM

3
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STEP 44

THE T-34-85 IN DETAIL
The V-2-34 engine cooling system is designed to remove heat from the engine
components that come into contact with hot gases, and to maintain the temperatures
of these components within the permitted limits for their normal operation.

T

he cooling system comprises two water radiators,
a centrifugal water pump with a drain cock, the water
jacket of the cylinder blocks, a iller T-piece with
a plug, air inlow with the side louvres, air outlet with
the stern louvres, a ventilator, a thermometer and pipes.
The water radiators serve to cool the liquids that are
discharged from the engine. Two radiators are installed in
the tank and are located in the engine compartment on both

sides of the engine. Each radiator of a secondary-surface
type comprises a core and two collector tanks connected
by supports. The radiator core takes the form of a pipe with
attached and soldered cooling and end plates. The latter are
attached to the collector tanks and supports with the aid
of bolts. In the lower collector tanks of the radiators there
are connections joined together by rubberised hoses to
the pipes to the water pump.

The V-2-34 engine cooling
system is liquid-cooled
and closed, with forced
circulation of the coolant.
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044A

044C

044E
044B
LM

KP

044D

CODE
NUMBER

COMPONENT NAME

QUANTITY

044A

Engine base lower

1

044B

Water pump

1

044C

Coolant pipe left

1

044D

Coolant pipe right

1

044E

Big end and master rods

1

LM

2.3 × 4mm screw

3 + 1*

KP

2.0 × 4mm screw

1 + 1*
* includes spares

4

Push the half-round peg on the end of the coolant
pipe left (044C) into the socket on the engine
crankcase left (037A). Then push the other end
of the coolant pipe left on to the peg on the left side
of the water pump (044B).

044B
044C

044C
037A

1

Fit the water pump (044B) to the engine base lower
(044A), ensuring that the tab on its underside its into
the slot in the screw socket. Fix with a KP screw.
044A

5

Push the half-round peg on the end of the coolant
pipe right (044D) into the socket on the engine
crankcase right (038A). Then push the other end
of the coolant pipe right on to the peg on the right side
of the water pump (044B).

KP
044B

2

Fit the tab on the big end and master rods (044E) into
the end of the engine base upper (035A). Fix with an
LM screw. Ensure that the tab on the generator upper
(035B) its into the right side of the big end (044E).

035B

044D

044B
038A

044E

044D
035A
LM

6

3

Fit the engine
base lower
(044A) to the
engine base upper
(035A) and ix with
two LM screws.

Using tweezers,
push the end of
the third wire from
the distributor cap (036C) –
see stage 36, step 4 –
on to the pin at the end
of the left engine
crankcase (037A).

044A

LM

036C

036C

037A

037A

035A
LM

2

3

